It is widely acknowledged that understanding and prioritizing the voice of customer is a critical step in new product development. In this work, we propose a novel approach to handle missing and incomplete data while combining information from different surveys for prioritizing customer voices. Our new approach comprises of the following stages: estimating and representing missing and incomplete data; estimating intervals for the criteria used in analyzing data; mapping data on criteria to a common scale; modeling interval data using interval belief structure; and aggregating evidence and ranking customer voices using the interval evidential reasoning algorithm. We demonstrate our approach using a case study from automotive domain with a given criteria hierarchy for analyzing data from three different surveys. We propose new optimization formulations for estimating intervals of the criteria used in our case study and logical yet pragmatic transformation functions for mapping criteria values to a common scale.
Introduction
Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is a widely accepted practice for deploying customer needs (referred to as the voices of customer) through product planning, design and manufacturing (Besterfield et al., 2003; Chan and Wu, 2002 ). An important step in QFD is to prioritize voices of customer in order to allocate resources appropriately. In many industries, customer satisfaction surveys are routinely conducted for identifying what the customers want, what the strengths of products in market are and where improvements should be made for new products. Data from different surveys are often used to identify those voices of customer that should be given higher priority (sometimes referred to as Key Voices of Customer) within the context and constraints of the overall product or service program (Xie et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2011) . For this work, we assume that a list of customer voices to analyze has already been created and we focus on prioritizing the voices with missing and incomplete survey data.
Prioritising voices of customer using data from different surveys involves data analysis with suitable criteria for a survey and then aggregation across criteria and surveys. We are interested in surveys that collect ratings on various voices using a fixed point scale (e.g., 5-point scale with 1 being least satisfied and 5 being most satisfied). For evaluating a voice of customer, raw data from the surveys in the form of ratings is converted into criteria using different metrics (e.g., mean rating) depending on the nature of the survey. Typically multiple criteria are used to evaluate a voice and these criteria can be arranged in a hierarchical structure if the surveys are assumed independent. The criteria hierarchy we use for our case study is shown in Fig. 1 (see Section 3 for more details). Looking at the criteria hierarchy in Fig. 1 , it is clear that multiple attribute decision making (MADM) methods are well-suited for aggregating survey data and then prioritizing voices of customer.
Many methods have been proposed in the research community for addressing MADM problems, reader can refer to (Olson, 1996; Okudan and Tauhid, 2008) for good reviews. The Evidential Reasoning (ER) approach (Yang and Singh, 1994; Yang and Sen, 1994; Yang, 2001; Yang and Xu, 2002a,b; Yang et al., 2006 ) is a unique reasoning-based MADM method that has been applied to many areas such as design and product assessment (Yang and Xu, 1998; Chin et al., 2009) . In a previous work (Yang et al., 2011) , we have argued that the ER approach is well suited for prioritising voices of customer using survey data. In this work, we use recent developments of the ER approach for prioritising voices of customer with missing and incomplete survey data.
Typically surveys are conducted by external or syndicated agencies (e.g., J.D. Power Associates, Consumer Reports) and the manufacturer or service provider has limited scope in influencing the questionnaires. Due to this, many a time a voice is covered only in a subset of surveys used for analysis. If a voice is not covered in a survey, we refer to it as missing data for that voice. Even if a 0377-2217/$ -see front matter Ó 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016/j.ejor.2012. 01.045 voice is covered by a survey, not all respondents give their ratings and this we refer to as incomplete data for that voice. In Fig. 1 , if there is missing data for a voice, the corresponding survey branch has no information thus leading to imbalance in the way different voices are evaluated. This mismatch in survey coverage for various voices is the motivation for our work. Note that, we use data and information interchangeably throughout this paper.
As the voices of customer for a product are typically related to each other, we wish to exploit those relationships for estimating the missing data for a voice. For each voice, we assume that the set of relevant voices that give good indication about its ratings is known (e.g., a voice hierarchy as shown in Fig. 2 ). For example, a voice ''V1A: Overall, rear seating area roominess meets my needs'', can have up to three child voices in a hierarchy, namely ''V1A01: Rear seating area has adequate head room'', ''V1A02: Rear seating area has adequate shoulder room'', and ''V1A03: Rear seating area has adequate leg room''. If the parent voice V1A is not covered by a survey but some or all of the child voices (i.e., V1A01-V1A03) are covered by the same survey or vice-versa, reasonable estimates can be obtained for the voice not covered, using data from voices that are covered (see Section 2.1 for proposed rules of estimation). A.K. Maddulapalli et al. / European Journal of Operational Research 220 (2012) [762] [763] [764] [765] [766] [767] [768] [769] [770] [771] [772] [773] [774] [775] [776] Handling missing data can be modelled as decision making under uncertainty or partial information and is well researched in a variety of fields (James and Craig, 1991; Bordley, 1997; Bordley and Kirkwood, 2004; Wallace, 2000; Youk et al., 2004; Manski 2005; Ying et al., 2006; Bordley and Pollock, 2009; Flyer and Hirman, 2009; Liesio and Salo, 2012) . Several methods exist in literature for imputing missing responses in a survey (Han and Kamber, 2006) . However, when a voice is not covered in a survey, it means that none of the respondents have provided a response, thus raising doubts on the accuracy of imputation methods. In addition, the criteria used in our case study (see Fig. 1 ) require mean and standard deviation of ratings for a voice, implying that imputation needs to be done at respondent level. When the number of respondents is high, imputation at a respondent level can be computationally very expensive (Bordley, 1997) . Also, MADM literature has strongly advocated the use of intervals for quantifying uncertainty in selection problems (Hazen, 1986; Lee et al., 2001; Maddulapalli and Azarm, 2006; Wang et al., 2006a,b; Xu et al., 2006; Sundgren et al., 2009; Park and Jeong, 2011) . As our approach is based on MADM, we would like to follow this lead and estimate the missing data using intervals.
Assessment of voice
In this work, we propose an approach for handling both missing and incomplete survey data in voice of customer analysis, as shown in Fig. 3 . In this approach, for a voice, we use available data from relevant voices to estimate the missing survey data as intervals. Incomplete data is handled as ignorance or unassigned evidence within ER algorithm (Yang and Singh, 1994; Wang et al., 2006a,b) . We then convert the interval data into intervals for criteria used in evaluating voices (e.g., criteria hierarchy as shown in Fig. 1 ). As different surveys use different scales, we then transform the interval criteria values to a common scale. Next, we model the interval data on common scale using interval belief degrees, and finally aggregate interval belief degrees using the interval ER algorithm to obtain a utility range for each voice (Wang et al., 2006a,b) . The utility ranges for all voices are then used to obtain a partial or complete ranking, depending on the extent of missing and incomplete data for each voice.
The new approach is demonstrated using a case study from automotive domain, selected from a large real life application. In this case study, eight voices with data from up to three surveys are analyzed. These voices have various types of missing and incomplete data. The criteria hierarchy shown in Fig. 1 is used for analyzing these voices. Several new nonlinear optimization formulations are proposed for converting respondent level survey data into intervals for the criteria used shown in Fig. 1 . These optimization formulations can be used as guidance for estimating intervals of other such criteria. As different surveys use different scales we also propose intuitive transformation functions to map criteria values to a common scale. The results of our case study show that missing data can be estimated as interval data with confidence, incomplete data can be modelled using a belief structure without loss of any information, Z-statistics can be estimated as intervals for given interval data sets, and robust rankings of voices can be generated using the developed optimization models and process.
Our proposed approach for handling missing and incomplete survey data improves upon our previous works (Xie et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2011) in the following ways. In Yang et al. (2011) , survey data is transformed to common scale as crisp numbers by ignoring branches of those surveys (recall Fig. 1 ) that do not collect information about the voice under evaluation. While (Yang et al., 2011) is one of the first reported works that uses MADM for aggregating survey data to prioritize voices of customers, subsequent experiments using that approach showed that voices with lesser number of data sources have a relatively high chance of topping the priority list. In this work, for maintaining balance in terms of number of information sources for different voices, we estimate missing data using the approach in Fig. 3 . Also, we propose new optimization formulations to estimate intervals for the criteria used in evaluating voices and demonstrate aggregation of interval data using the relatively new interval ER algorithm (Wang et al., 2006a,b) . On the other hand in Xie et al. (2010) we introduced the concepts of missing data and the need to handle such uncertainty without providing a formal framework to address it. The framework is developed and demonstrated in this work.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss in detail our new approach for handling missing and incomplete survey data in voice of customer analysis. Next in Section 3, we introduce a case study from the automotive domain; propose new optimization formulations for estimating intervals of criteria and functions for transforming criteria values onto the common scale. The results of this case study are discussed in Section 4 and the paper is concluded with a summary in Section 5.
A novel approach for handling missing and incomplete survey data
Survey data is usually collected in various forms, e.g., selecting various reasons for purchase by checking boxes, answering yes/no on a statement about a voice, and so on. In this work, we concentrate on data collected using a discrete fixed point scale. Data could be about the importance of a voice in purchase decision or satisfaction/evaluation on a voice statement for a product or service. For example, in our case study (see Section 3 for more details), one of the surveys collects data using a 5-point ordinal scale that is converted into a cardinal scale internally as: ''1: DAS, 2: DS, 3: N, 4: A, 5: AS''. Respondents are allowed to check only one grade or box of the scale. Respondents would see the grades or boxes ''DAS,. . ., AS'' in the survey questionnaire and the responses are converted to a 1-5 numeric scale for analysis. Generally one has to be careful in converting ordinal scale data into cardinal data. The conversion is needed if a quantitative metric like Z-statistic Fig. 3 . Schematic of our proposed approach. or mean rating is used for evaluating voices. Our approach expects the conversion from ordinal scale to cardinal scale as an input and is limited by the assumptions behind that conversion. However if the distribution on the evaluation or importance rating is the only criteria used for assessing voices, then the conversion from ordinal to cardinal scale does not affect our methodology as the ER approach can handle the distribution as it is.
If a voice does not have data from a survey, one could try and estimate an interval for each respondent's response using data on relevant voices (using similar rules that will be discussed in Section 2.1). However, handling interval data at respondent level would be cumbersome and computationally expensive. For example, research has shown that estimating variance of interval data is an NP-hard problem (Ferson et al., 2002) . To circumvent issues with handling respondent level interval data, in this research, we work with frequencies of individual grades of the scales or boxes. Using interval data on frequencies is more tractable and this would become clear as we discuss our proposed methods (see Section 3.1).
Many a time, for computational reasons, incomplete responses for a question are completely ignored from analysis, which is not a good practice. Suppose that there are hundred respondents in total for a survey consisting of evaluations on two voices, V 1 and V 2 . Let us say, for V 1 ninety-nine of the respondents checked the same box of the scale (say the first box without loss of generality) and one respondent did not answer, i.e., an incomplete response. For V 2 , let us say, ninety-nine of the respondents did not answer, i.e., incomplete responses, and that only one respondent provided an answer by checking the first box of the scale. Now, if the incomplete responses are ignored, one will get the same mean rating (i.e., cardinal value corresponding to the first box of the scale) for V 1 and V 2 . However, do we have the same confidence in the mean rating for each of the two voices? The ER approach allows for explicit representation of incomplete information and propagates this information to the top level of criteria hierarchy. At the top level of criteria hierarchy, meaningful rules are used to handle the incomplete information (Yang and Singh, 1994; Yang 2001) . If the incomplete responses are taken into account, the frequency of a box (i.e., percentage of total respondents that checked the particular box of the scale) would then be:
; 8j 2 f0; 1; . . . ; Jg ð 1Þ
In Eq. (1), n ijs is the number of respondents 3 that selected the jth box for the ith voice of product S; f ijs is the frequency of the jth box for the ith voice of product S; and J is the number of boxes used in the scale. Also, in Eq. (1), j = 0 corresponds to incomplete response and 0 6 f ijs 6 1. Note that we use the terms ''frequency of a box'' and ''box frequency'' interchangeably. Recall that in this work, we assume that a voice hierarchy stating the relationship between different voices of a product or service is known (see Fig. 2 ). Using this hierarchy we propose intuitive and logical rules to estimate missing data for voices. In the remainder of this section, we propose methods for the various stages of the approach shown in Fig. 3. 
Stage 1: Estimating and representing missing and incomplete information
After studying through data from different surveys, we represent the information available on a voice from a survey using seven types. We feel that these types are pretty exhaustive, although more surveys could throw light on new types of information. For some of these types of information, box frequencies can be estimated as crisp numbers while for some others, box frequencies have to be estimated as intervals (represented using lower and upper bounds). Next, we discuss the different types of available information and propose rules to estimate and represent missing and incomplete information.
Type 1: Complete information
Data for a given voice is available in the survey of interest and there are no incomplete responses at all. This type has no missing or incomplete information. Calculating frequencies of boxes is straight-forward for this type of information and is given in Eq. (2).
Note that n ijs is the number of respondents that selected the jth box for the ith voice of product S.
Type 2: Incomplete information
In this type of information, data for a given voice is available in the survey of interest. However there is incomplete data due to lack of responses from some of the respondents. Calculating frequencies of boxes is straight-forward for this type as well and is done using Eq. (1). The difference between Eqs. (1) and (2), is that n ijs and f ijs are non-zero for j = 0 (i.e., incomplete response) in Eq.
(1).
Type 3: Indirectly complete information
In this type of information, data for a given voice is not directly available in the survey of interest. However, relevant sub-voices (e.g., child nodes of given voice in the voice hierarchy as shown in Fig. 2 ) of the given voice are all covered by the survey and there are no incomplete responses for the sub-voices. By relevant subvoices, we mean those child voices in the voice hierarchy, whose survey data can be used to effectively estimate the response for the voice of interest. Let V be the set of relevant sub-voices for the voice of interest and let |V| be the cardinality of the set. The frequency of the jth box for the ith voice of product S, f ijs can then be estimated using
0 6 a v 6 1; 
2.1.5. Type 5: Indirectly incomplete with partial information This type of information is more complex to handle than the previous types. In this type of information, a given voice is not covered in the survey of interest and only a few of the relevant subvoices are covered by the survey with incomplete information. In order to estimate the frequencies of boxes for this type of information, one has to first estimate the frequencies of relevant subvoices that are not covered by the survey. As before, let V be the set of relevant sub-voices for the voice of interest and let V 0 & V be a subset of V that consists of sub-voices not covered in the survey.
If a sub-voice of a given voice is not covered (directly or indirectly) in a survey, it is logical to conclude that the assessment of the sub-voice could be anything within the survey framework. In other words, the number of responses to any of the boxes and also incomplete responses could be anything between 0% and 100%. An interval of [0, 1] is the maximum possible range for f ijs . However, our initial investigations showed that uncertainty in the missing information would be huge, impractical, and intractable if an interval of [0, 1] is used. So, we propose to take the minimum and maximum of the frequencies of the covered sub-voices (assuming more than one sub-voice is covered) as the interval for the uncovered sub-voices. Eq. (5) mathematically depicts our proposal for estimating frequency interval of uncovered sub-voice. If a sub-voice of a given voice is covered in a survey, the frequencies of boxes for those sub-voices can be obtained using Eq. (6), which is similar to Eq. (1).
Using the estimates of the frequencies of sub-voices, the frequency of the jth box for the ith voice of product S can be obtained using Eq. (7), which is similar to Eq. (4). In Eq. (7), j = 0 would give the frequency of incomplete responses. Note that it is possible that the sub-voices covered by the survey are assessed completely. In such a case, f vjS (v R V 0 ) would be zero for j = 0. It is easy to see that the case of complete information for covered sub-voices is included in the incomplete information case. Note that, Eq. (5) is one possible way of estimating the interval for missing data and other rules can be framed depending on the application, expert knowledge, and so on. We propose to use Eq. (5) based on our experimental results.
Type 6: Indirectly incomplete with partial information for subvoices
This type of information is also complex to handle. In this type of information, a given voice is not covered by the survey of interest but its parent voice (and none of the sub-voices) is covered by the survey. In order to estimate frequencies for this type of information, one needs to decide the hierarchy for assessing a parent voice and the relative weights (i.e., a i ) of the sub-voices in assessment of the parent voice. Let v be the parent voice of a given voice, and f vjS be the frequency of the jth box for the parent voice on product S. Let V be the set of relevant sub-voices, including the given voice, that have v as the parent, and let |V| be the cardinality of the set. The frequency of the given voice can then be estimated using Eq. (8).
f ijS 2 ½0; f max ijS ; where f max ijS ¼ minf1; f vjS =a i g; 8j 2 f0; 1; . . . ; Jg; 0 6 a v 6 1;
If all the sub-voices have same influence on the ratings of the parent voice then a i ¼ 1 jVj . As mentioned earlier, experience and prior data should be used in arriving at a i . Note that the lower bound of f ijS is zero in Eq. (8). The box frequency of a parent voice only provides an upper bound for the children voices' box frequencies as demonstrated by the following example. Assume that there are two subvoices for a parent voice and that both have an equal weight a i and that f vjS is 0.4. Amongst other possibilities, a value of 0.4 for f vjS can be obtained when f 1jS has a value of 0.8; f 2jS has value of zero and vice versa. Since the only data we have in this type of missing information is on f vjS we account for all possible values of f ijS by making its lower bound zero in Eq. (8).
Type 7: Completely missing information
In this type of information, a given voice is not covered in the survey of interest and none of its sub-voices or parent-voice are covered. This type represents total uncertainty about the responses of a voice. In such a scenario, one can only assume that the frequencies can take any permissible values in the whole feasible space as shown in Eq. (9). The seven types of information discussed above cover all kinds of information we have seen in our experimental studies. However, there might be some additional types of information that could be encountered in other data sources. For example, for a given voice not covered in the survey of interest, its parent voice and some of its sub-voices might be covered in the survey with incomplete information. The guidelines established in the above discussion would help in arriving at rules for estimating missing data in most of the situations.
Stage 2: Estimating intervals for criteria used in analyzing data
Data from surveys are usually analyzed using a variety of statistical and mathematical criteria. Due to missing information, survey data for a voice might be interval in nature. Calculating the criteria used in survey analysis for interval data might not be straight-forward if the underlying metrics are non-linear and complex. If the criteria used for analyzing survey data can be expressed in terms of the frequencies of the boxes used in the scale of the survey questionnaire, it is tractable to estimate intervals of criteria used in evaluating a voice. Optimization formulations can be developed for estimating the minimum and maximum of the criteria value using the intervals of box frequencies as constraints. In Section 3.1, we propose such optimization formulations for the criteria used in our case study.
Stage 3: Mapping data to a common scale
In the ER approach, a belief decision matrix (Yang, 2001 ) is used to represent the data on voices. Different surveys use different scales for collecting data and analysts use disparate criteria for analyzing the survey data (Yang et al., 2011) . To aggregate data in a uniform way, the ER approach maps the data onto a common scale and then uses a belief structure on the common scale. The rules and functions used for transforming data to the common scale are problem dependent and so is the common scale.
In general, the common scale contains discrete grades similar to the grades used for eliciting preferences in surveys. For criteria such as evaluation ratings, a mapping is required between the grades used in the survey questionnaire and the common scale grades (e.g., DAS maps to H 1 , AS maps to H 5 ). For criteria that can take continuous values (e.g., mean evaluation rating, Z-statistic), discrete levels need to be identified for mapping to the common scale. For any criterion value between two such identified levels, we can use linear interpolation for calculating the assessment to the common scale grades. For example, let one of the criteria used to evaluate voices be the mean evaluation rating from a survey that collects data using a five-point scale (1 being the worst and 5 being the best). Note that mean rating is continuous and in this example can take any value between one and five. For simplicity assume that mean rating of 1 maps to H 1 grade of common scale, mean rating of 2 maps to H 2 , and so on with mean rating of 5 mapping to H 5 . For a voice that has a mean rating of 3.4 from this survey, we know that there is evidence towards the common scale grades H 3 and H 4 only. Thus, using linear interpolation we can assign a belief of 0.6 to H 3 and 0.4 to H 4 . In Section 3.2, we discuss the specific details of the common scale and the transformation functions that we use for our case study.
Stage 4: Modelling interval data using interval belief structure
For criteria that take values on discrete grades, it is straight-forward to map the data to common scale even when the values are interval in nature. For criteria that take continuous values, mapping to the common scale needs special attention when the values are interval in nature. Herein we discuss an existing approach (Wang et al., 2006a) for modeling interval data on criteria using an interval belief structure. For the lth criterion of the criteria hierarchy used in evaluating voices, let Y 1,l , . . . , Y n,l , . . . , Y N,l be the levels of the continuous domain that are used for mapping to the common scale, {H 1 , . . ., H N } 4 . Let y l be a criterion value for which the belief degree b n,l on the common scale needs to be calculated. If y l is precise (as is the case in the example discussed at the end of Section 2.3), for Y n,l 6 y l 6 Y n+1,l , using linear interpolation, we can assign belief degrees to common scale grades H n and H n+1 as
. The belief degree for other grades of common scale would be zero.
If y l is interval in nature, i.e., y 1 2 ½y min l ; y max l , one can envision two scenarios as shown in Fig. 4 . In the first scenario, interval data is completely contained within two adjacent criterion levels used for mapping to common scale (as shown in Fig. 4a ) and in the second scenario, interval data includes at least one criterion levels (as shown in Fig. 4b ). As the second scenario is more generic, we discuss below the approach proposed in (Wang et al., 2006a) for modelling interval data using an interval belief structure.
Without loss of generality, consider a situation where two criterion levels are included in the interval y 1 2 ½y min l ; y max l . For other situations one can model in the same way. Suppose Y nÀ1,l and Y n+2,l are the two closest criterion levels that include the interval y l 2 ½y min l ; y max l as shown in Fig. 4b . Then, y l can be equivalently expressed in the form of belief structure as (Wang et al., 2006a) y l () fðH nÀ1;l ; ½b 
and I n-1,n ; I n,n+1 ; I n+1,n+2 are 0-1 binary variables with
In Eq. (10), binary variables are needed to ensure that for a realisation of y l from the range y min l ; y max l Â Ã , only a pair of adjacent criterion levels and the corresponding common scale grades have non-zero belief degrees. Readers can find more details on Eq. (10) in (Wang et al., 2006a) . The main reason for reproducing Eq. (10) here is to highlight the fact that because of the binary variables as shown in Eq. (10), the optimization models used in the interval ER algorithm (see Section 2.5) turn out to be Mixed Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP) problems.
With the help of the transformation functions and belief structure expressions as shown in Eq. (10), the interval data on the criteria of voice can be transformed to an interval belief structure on the common scale. The next stage in our approach is to aggregate the interval belief degrees on various criteria to come up with an overall utility score for rank ordering various voices
Evidence aggregation using the interval ER algorithm
The aggregation of the evidence transformed to the common scale needs to be consistently conducted from the bottom level of the criteria hierarchy to higher levels. The aggregation method based on the interval ER approach (Wang et al., 2006a ) is briefly described here. Due to interval data, the ith voice, V i , can be assessed on a criterion c l using the following interval belief structure Sðc l ðV i ÞÞ ¼ fðH n ; ½b Suppose there are L criteria on which to assess the voice V i and w l be the relative weight of the lth criterion. The overall belief degree for V i (denoted by b n (V i ) for H n and b H (V i ) for the unassigned or incomplete belief), is an aggregation of the belief degrees on the individual criteria and can be obtained using the set of equations shown in Eq. (11).
The aggregation shown in Eq. (11) is commonly referred in the literature as the analytical ER algorithm (Wang et al., 2006b) and is based on the Yen's rule of combination (Yen, 1990) , which states that the normalization of combined evidence can be conducted at the end of combination of evidence without changing the combination result. ER framework models ignorance clearly by breaking down unassigned belief degree and the corresponding probability mass into two parts (i.e.,m H and m H ) and treating them differently, thus avoiding some of the pitfalls of the Dempster-Shafer rule for combining evidence (Wang et al., 2006a) . Eqs. (11b), (11c), (11d) are used to combine evidence for belief degrees on the common scale grades and the two parts of the unassigned belief degree. Eq. (11e) is the normalization constant. Eq. (11f) and (11g) are used to ensure that belief degrees are within the specified intervals and Eq. (11h) ensures that belief degrees sum up to one. Note that Eq. (11) represents belief aggregation for one level of the criteria hierarchy only. If the criteria hierarchy has more than one level, then b n,l (V i ) and b H,l (V i ) would be functions of the belief degrees of the corresponding sub-criteria. More constraints need to be added to Eq. (11) in such cases.
The interval ER algorithm uses non-linear optimization models for estimating the intervals for the overall belief degrees b n (V i ) and b H (V i ). The maximum and minimum values, and hence the interval, for overall belief degrees can be obtained using a non-linear optimization problem with the expression for b n (V i ) or b H (V i ) in Eq. (11) as the objective and other expressions as constraints. Note that, for a 5-point common scale, twelve non-linear optimization problems need to be solved to obtain the lower and upper bounds of the intervals for each grade plus the incomplete response. From here-on, we use the notation {b n (V i ), b H (V i )} 2 h(V i ) to denote the space that satisfies Eq. (11).
It is possible that the overall belief degree intervals would not result in a consistent rank order because of overlaps in the distributed assessments. For handling such cases, interval ER approach uses minimum, maximum, and average utilities for ranking or prioritization. Let U(H n ) denote the utility for the nth grade of the common scale and without loss of generality assume that utility increases with n. U(H n ) is a cardinal number, usually between zero and one, that reflects the preference of the decision maker and quantifies the value that a voice has when it is assigned to the nth grade of the common scale. The interval ER approach uses Eq. (12) for obtaining the maximum value of the overall utility, U max (V i ), and Eq. (13) for obtaining the minimum, U min (V i ).
Subject to fb n ðV i Þ; b H ðV i Þg 2 hðV i Þ ð 13bÞ
Note that in Eq. (12) the unassigned overall belief degree, b H (V i ), is assigned to the most preferred grade H N and in Eq. (13) it is assigned to the least preferred grade H 1 . b H (V i ) is positive only when there are incomplete responses in a survey and would be zero otherwise. The beauty of the ER framework is that such ignorance or incompleteness is treated consistently and the question of assigning the incompleteness to a particular grade occurs only after aggregation. Since b H (V i ) can be assigned to any grade of the common scale, it is intuitive that maximum (minimum) utility occurs when it is assigned to the most (least) preferred grade. Note that the optimization formulations in Eqs. (12) and (13) are non-linear programming (NLP) problems. In many cases, as mentioned in Section 2.4, they turn out to be MINLP problems due to the binary variables that are needed to accurately model the interval belief degree space, h(V i ). Even though the optimization formulations in the interval ER approach are non-linear, they can be solved relatively easily using standard optimization packages like LINGO (Wang et al., 2006a) . However, in most cases the formulations are non-convex and hence global optimality cannot be guaranteed. Also, the complexity of the optimization formulation increases with the number of criteria, the number of levels in the criteria hierarchy, and the number of grades in the common scale.
Next we discuss a case study for applying our approach and propose optimization formulations and transformation functions for converting missing survey data into belief degree intervals on the common scale.
Case study from automotive domain: new nonlinear estimation models and data transformation functions
To demonstrate our approach for handling missing and incomplete survey data, we selected an automotive case study involving ranking of eight voices based on data from three surveys. Two of these surveys are conducted by external agencies and the other one is an internal survey. In Survey 1, respondents are asked to evaluate vehicles on various voices using a 5-point scale with the following grades/boxes: ''1: DAS, 2: DS, 3: N, 4: A, 5: AS''. The respondents are also asked to state the importance of various voices in their purchase decision on a 5-point scale as follows: ''1: LI, 2: NI, 3: I, 4: VI, 5: EI''. Survey 2 and Survey 3 ask the respondents to evaluate vehicles on various voices using a 5-point scale (''0: NG, 1: G, 2: VG, 3: E, 4: O'') and a 10-point numeric scale respectively. Survey 1 is a focused survey and has a couple of hundreds of carefully pre-screened respondents. Survey 2 and Survey 3 are mail-back surveys and have a few thousands of respondents. The relevant part of the questionnaires in all three surveys consists of around hundred statements. Note that, as we are dealing with frequencies of the grades used in a survey scale, the number of respondents in the survey does not have a bearing on the computational aspects of our proposed approach.
As the three surveys in our case study use different scales, we propose to use the following common scale: ''No priority, Low Priority, Average Priority, High Priority, Top Priority'' for aggregating data (Yang et al., 2011) . The goal is to compare the data on manufacturer's vehicle (in a particular segment) with competition and determine the rank order for prioritizing the voices for resource commitment.
To assess a voice using data from the three surveys on manufacturer's vehicle and competition, various criteria are used as shown in Fig. 1 . For all the surveys, the evaluation ratings for the manufacturer's vehicle on a voice are used as a criterion. The distribution on the rating scale from each survey is converted into the common scale using the transformation functions discussed in Section 3.2. Also, for all three surveys competitive position is used as a criterion. Using this criterion manufacturer's vehicle is statistically compared with the competition. Three sub-criteria are used for assessing voices using competitive position. All three sub-criteria use Z-statistic on various metrics of interest. Survey 1 and Survey 2 use Z-statistic on mean evaluation rating, top-box frequency and top-2-box frequency. Top-box frequency refers to the frequency for the most appealing (top) grade of the scale and top-2-box frequency refers to the sum of frequencies of the most and the second-to-most appealing (top 2) grades of the scale. Survey 3 uses Z-statistic on mean evaluation rating, top-2-box frequency, and top-4-box frequency. In addition, Survey 1 uses the distribution on the importance ratings for assessing a voice.
The voices we are dealing with in this case study are the needs that typical customers look for in an automobile. The voices that need to be rank ordered are code named V3B, V3C, V5B08, V6A05, V6A06, V6B05, V6B11 and V6C09. The first two voices deal with the interior and exterior appearance of the vehicle. Fourth and fifth voices deal with ease of getting in and out of various seats of the vehicle. Sixth and seventh voices deal with roominess (e.g., head room, leg room) at various positions in the vehicle. Further descriptions of these voices are not revealed here due to confidentially reasons. Data from the three surveys on the eight voices encompass the seven types of information discussed in Section 2.1. Table 1 shows the type of information that is available for each of these voices from all the three surveys. As some of the voices have missing information and incomplete information, we use our proposed approach (Fig. 3) to estimate the missing information and then aggregate the information for ranking the voices.
Using the approach described in Section 2, we would first estimate the intervals for missing data, then convert the interval data into intervals for criteria, transform the interval criteria values to common scale, model the interval data on common scale using interval belief degrees, and finally aggregate interval belief degrees using the interval ER algorithm. To accomplish these steps, we need methods to convert interval survey data as intervals for criteria used in Fig. 1 and transformation functions to map criteria values to the common scale. These are discussed next.
Nonlinear optimization models for estimating intervals using frequency data
The criteria used to assess voices in our case study, as shown in Fig. 1 , can be broadly classified into three categories: (a) Evaluation/Importance rating, (b) Z-statistic on mean evaluation rating, and (c) Z-statistic on cumulative box frequency. Cumulative box frequency implies sum of the frequencies of the boxes of interest, e.g., top-2-box, top-4-box. Of these categories, interval data on evaluation/importance rating can be directly estimated using the rules described in Section 2.1. For the other two categories, interval data on box frequencies needs to be converted into corresponding criteria intervals. Next, we discuss our proposed method for estimating intervals of Z-statistic on mean evaluation rating when the input survey data is interval in nature.
Estimating intervals for Z-statistic on mean evaluation rating
Eq. (14) gives the mathematical expression for calculating the Z-statistic on the mean evaluation rating of manufacturer's vehicle (S) with respect to the competition (R) for the ith voice, z il . In Eq. (14) and elsewhere, N iS , N iR are the total number of respondents; l iS , l iR are the mean evaluation ratings; and r 2 iS , r 2 iR are the variances in evaluation ratings.
As the survey data we are interested in is collected using fixed scales, the mean evaluation rating and the variance in the evaluation ratings of the ith voice for S can be obtained using Eq. (15).
In Eq. (15), n ijS is the number of respondents that selected the jth box for the ith voice of S and f ijS is the the frequency for the jth box for the ith voice of S. Note that N iS ¼ P J j¼0 n ijS . The mean and variance of the evaluation ratings for R can be obtained by substituting R by S in Eq. (15). With the above definitions of mean rating, variance of ratings, and Z-statistic on mean rating, we propose the following nonlinear programming model to obtain the interval for Zstatistic on mean rating.
Minimize and Maximize
Subject to 
In Eq. (16), objective function is the Z-statistic of the mean evaluation rating as defined in Eq. (14). Eqs. (16b) and (16c) are used to constrain the mean values and variances of S and R according to Eq. (15). Eq. (16d) ensures that the sum of frequencies for S and R add up to one. Eq. (16e) restricts the allowed values for the frequencies of S and R to the intervals obtained using Eqs. (1)- (9) depending on the type of missing information. The decision variables in the optimization formulation are the box frequencies for S and R, i.e., f ijS and f ijR . The mean rating (l iS and l iR ) and variance (r 2 iS and r 2 iR ) of S and R are intermediate variables and j is a parameter that depends on the scale used in the survey. The formulation in Eq. (16) has a non-linear objective function with linear and non-linear constraints. The above optimization formulation needs to be solved twice, once with objective minimization for lower bound of interval and once with objective maximization for the upper bound .
Next, we discuss the estimation of intervals for Z-statistic on cumulative box frequency when the input survey data is interval in nature.
Estimating intervals for Z-statistic on cumulative box frequency
From the boxes used in a survey scale, i.e., {1, . . . , J}, let J 0 represent the subset of the boxes for which a cumulative frequency is desired, e.g., J 0 = {J À 1, J} would indicate top-2-box. Let f iJ 0 S represent the cumulative frequency of J 0 for the ith voice on S. Note that
For the ith voice, the Z-statistic on cumulative box frequency of S with respect to R, Z iJ 0 , is then calculated using Eq. (17).
Eq. (17) is similar to Eq. (14), except that the variance of the cumulative box frequency is calculated differently. If the response to a survey question is treated as a random variable, then the response would be either in the cumulative boxes we are interested or outside (including no response). So one can treat cumulative box frequency as a Binomial variable and the variance of a Binomial variable is given by p Á (1 À p), where p is the probability of occurrence for one of the events of the Binomial variable. In Eq. (17), the terms in the denominator represent the variance calculated using the Binomial distribution. With the above definition for Z-statistic on cumulative box frequency, we propose the following nonlinear programming model to obtain its interval:
Minimize and Maximize
Subject to : (18b) ensures that the sum of frequencies for S and R add up to one. Eq. (18c) constrains that the cumulative box frequencies for S and R are equal to the sum of frequencies of their constituent boxes. Eq. (18d) restricts the allowed values for the frequencies of S and R to the intervals obtained using Eqs. (1)- (9) depending on the type of missing information. The decision variables in the above optimization formulation are the box frequencies for S and R, i.e., f ijS and f ijR . This formulation has a non-linear objective function and linear constraints. The above optimization formulation needs to be solved twice, once with objective minimization for lower bound of interval and once with objective maximization for the upper bound.
Recall that in this work, for voices with missing data, we estimate the intervals of frequencies of boxes and not the intervals for respondent level data. Use of interval respondent data would significantly increase the complexity (to the point of being intractable) of the optimization problems discussed above. Our approach makes the problem more tractable and the optimization formulations can be solved using standard software like Microsoft Excel Ò or MATLAB™. In fact, for our case study, we have solved Eqs. (16) and (18) using Microsoft Excel Ò and MATLAB™ and obtained identical results. After converting the estimated intervals for missing data into the corresponding criteria intervals, the next step is to transform the data onto the common scale. For this, problem specific transformation functions are needed and discussed for our case study in the following section.
Transformation functions for mapping criteria values to the common scale
Herein we discuss the transformation functions for the criteria used in our case study (recall Fig. 1 ). Similar rules can be followed for generating transformation functions for any other kind of criteria. Recall that for our case study, we use a 5-piont priority scale given by: ''No priority, Low Priority, Average Priority, High Priority, Top Priority'', as the common scale. From Fig. 1 , note that the evaluation rating of the manufacturer's vehicle is used as a criterion in all three surveys. As the three surveys use three different scales, a different transformation function for each is warranted. In addition, Survey 1 uses importance rating which needs a transformation function of its own. All three surveys use Z-statistic on mean evaluation rating and cumulative box frequencies and we propose a single transformation function for the Z-statistics. Fig. 5 shows the transformation functions for evaluation ratings of all three surveys. If the evaluation ratings are good (e.g., ''AS'' or ''A'' in Survey 1) for the manufacturer's vehicle on a voice, those ratings should be maintained in order to remain successful in the market place. On the other hand if the evaluation ratings are poor (e.g., ''DAS'' or ''DA'' in Survey 1), those voices need to be improved in order to be competitive. This reasoning is used in proposing the transformation function shown in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 5a , ''A'' and ''DA'' are mapped 15% to Low, 70% to Average, and 15% to High priority. Respondents of a survey interpret the scale in different fashions and the uncertainty in the interpretation can be captured using a distributed mapping as shown in Fig. 5a . This example shows the flexibility of our approach in incorporating various possible uncertainties. Figs. 5b and c respectively show the transformation functions for evaluation ratings of Survey 2 and Survey 3. The transformation function for evaluation rating of Survey 2 is not symmetric as the scale used in that survey is not symmetric. On the other hand, Survey 3 uses a symmetric 10-point numeric scale with 5 & 6 as anchors. Note that in Fig. 5b, ' 'VG'' is mapped 33% to Low priority and 67% to Average priority and ''E'' is mapped 33% to Average priority and 67% to High priority. Fig. 6 shows the transformation function for the Z-statistic and the importance rating of Survey 1. The transformation function for Z-statistic is a step function as shown in Fig. 6a and the steps in the transformation function of Z-statistic correspond to various confidence levels associated with that metric. For example, an absolute value of 1.65 corresponds to 90% confidence level; an absolute value of 1.44 corresponds to 80% confidence level and so on. On the other hand, a linear function is used to transform importance ratings of Survey 1 to the common scale as shown in Fig. 6b . This mapping is straight-forward as the higher the importance of a voice in customers' purchase decision, the higher its priority should be.
The transformation functions proposed here would provide the belief degrees, b n,l , on the common scale for the corresponding criteria. However, the above transformation functions need a precise criteria value for calculating the corresponding belief degree. For voices with missing information, as discussed in earlier sections, one would obtain interval value for the criteria of interest. These intervals needs to be transformed to the belief structure on common scale using a combination of transformation functions proposed here and the modeling techniques discussed in Section 2.4.
Case study from automotive domain: Results and analysis
In this section, we apply the approach developed in Section 2 to our case study making use of the new nonlinear optimization models and specific transformation functions proposed in Section 3. In the criteria hierarchy shown in Fig. 1 , Survey 1 is assumed to have a weight of 0.5. Survey 2 and Survey 3 are assumed to have an equal weight of 0.25. Criteria and sub-criteria within a survey are assumed to have equal weights. Note that, these weights are assumed for demonstrative purposes only. For this paper it is not important how these weights are obtained and we suggest readers refer to (Olson, 1996; Yang, 2001 ) on methods for obtaining criteria weights and conducting sensitivity analysis.
As shown in Table 1 , the eight voices that have to be rank ordered in our case study have different types of missing and incomplete information. Using Eqs. (1)- (9), we estimate the intervals of box frequencies from various surveys for these voices. Table 2 shows the frequency interval estimates from Survey 1 for the manufacturer vehicle's evaluation ratings, competition's evaluation ratings and importance ratings. In Table 2 and in other tables that follow, for a voice, if the row corresponding to ''Max'' is empty in any of the columns, it means that that voice has precise information in that column and that information is shown in the corresponding ''Min'' row. For Survey 1, recall from Table 1 that V3B and V3C have direct complete information and so their frequencies are estimated using Eq. (2). V5B08 has direct incomplete information and its frequencies are estimated using Eq. (1). V6A05, V6A06, and V6B11 have indirectly complete information and we use Eq. (3) to estimate their frequencies. V6BB05 has indirectly incomplete information and its frequency is estimated using Eq. (4). For estimating the frequency intervals of V6C09, we use the data from its sub-voices V6C09a, V6C09b, and V6C09c. Of these three subvoices, V6C09b is not covered in Survey 1. So we use Eq. (5) to estimate its frequency interval as minimum and maximum of the other two sub-voices. Next using Eq. (7), with a v = 0.333, we estimate the frequency interval of V6C09. The frequency intervals for the eight voices from Survey 2 and Survey 3 are not shown here due to space restrictions and readers can obtain the data from the Supplementary Material. The next stage in our approach is to estimate the intervals for criteria used in evaluating voices using the frequency intervals. From Fig. 1 , we can see that evaluation ratings are used as criteria in all three surveys and importance ratings are used in Survey 1. Using Eq. (16) we estimate the intervals for Z-statistic on mean evaluation ratings from all three surveys and we use Eq. (18) for estimating the intervals for Z-statistic on cumulative box frequencies. Table 3 shows the intervals for Z-statistics as calculated using Table 4 Transformation of evaluation ratings on manufacturer's vehicle for V6C09 from Survey 1. Eqs. (16) and (18). The intervals shown in Table 3 are computed using the solver functionality in Microsoft Excel Ò and are cross-checked with the ''fmincon'' routine in MATLAB™.
Note that, the intervals for Z-statistics of V3C from Survey 2 is [ÀInf, Inf] . From Table 1, recall that for Survey 2, V3C has Type 7 data and hence the frequency intervals are [0, 1] for all boxes. Similarly the intervals for Z-statistics of V6A05 and V6A06 from Survey 3 data are very large as the frequency intervals for some of their boxes are close to [0, 1] . The Z-statistics' intervals for V6C09 from Survey 1 data and for V6B11 from Survey 2 data are reasonable. This is because the corresponding frequency intervals (see Table 2 for V6C09) are not large. The available information from the corresponding surveys on both these voices belongs to Type 5 (see Section 2.1.5), in which one of the corresponding sub-voices of the given voice is not covered by the survey. In Eq. (5), we proposed using the minimum and maximum frequency values of the other relevant sub-voices as the interval for the sub-voice that is not covered. Using such a rule greatly reduces the uncertainty in the missing information. If one were to use an interval of [0, 1] for the sub-voices that is not covered, the intervals for the criteria could be large, similar to the case of V3C from Survey 2 data. Of course the rule we proposed in Eq. (5) is not fool-proof. For example, it will not work if only one sub-voice is covered by a survey or if all covered sub-voices have same frequencies for all boxes. However, this rule is a starting point and improvements can easily be devised depending on the problem at hand.
The next two stages of our approach are inter-related and will be discussed simultaneously in this case study. The transformation functions discussed in Section 3.2 will be used for mapping the criteria values to the five-point priority based common scale. Mapping using the transformation functions would generate the belief structure for the lower-level criteria. Because of the interval nature of the data, care should be taken in handling the belief structure as discussed in Section 2.4.
From Figs. 5 and 6b, we can see that those transformation functions are all linear in nature. So, mapping the frequency intervals of evaluation ratings from all three surveys and importance ratings from Survey 1 on to the common scale is straight-forward. One has to map the lower bound (upper bound) of a frequency interval as the lower bound (upper bound) of the belief interval using the corresponding transformation function. For example, the frequency intervals of V6C09 on evaluation ratings of manufacturer's vehicle from Survey 1 can be transformed to corresponding belief degrees as shown in Table 4 . From Fig. 5a , note that Box 1 and {0.01, 0.08, 0.25, 0.37, 0.29, 0} {0.03, 0.09, 0.14, 0.19, 0.37, 0.15} {0.1, 0.11, 0.1, 0.21, 0.4, 0.1} Max {0.04, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.39, 0.15} V6C09 Min {0.03, 0.03, 0.12, 0.03, 0.74, 0.05} {0.01, 0.04, 0.14, 0.28, 0.5, 0} {0.04, 0.04, 0.12, 0.2, 0.49, 0.11} {0.04, 0.1, 0.12, 0.14, 0.37, 0.23} Max {0.04, 0.03, 0.12, 0.03, 0.75, 0.05} {0.01, 0.04, 0.15, 0.29, 0 .53, 0} Table 6 Interval belief degrees on the common scale for all Z-statistics from all surveys.
Box 5 of Survey 1 evaluation rating is mapped to Top priority. Box 2 and Box 4 are mapped 15% to High priority, 70% to Average priority and 15% to Low priority. Box 5 is mapped to No priority. Using this mapping the lower bound of the frequency interval of V6C09 can be mapped to the lower bound of belief degree as shown in column 2 of Table 4 . From Table 2 , the lower bounds for Box 1 and Box 5 of V6C09 are 0 and 0.7421 respectively and the lower bound for Top priority becomes 0.7421 as shown in the last row of column 2 in Table 4 . For average priority 70% of lower bound of Box 2 (0.119) and Box 4 (0.1587) are used to obtain a lower bound of 0.1194. The third column of Table 4 shows the upper bound of belief degrees calculated using the upper bounds of the corresponding frequencies. Note that care is taken to restrict the belief upper bound to one. Using the process shown in Table 4 , the evaluation ratings on manufacturer's vehicle are transformed to the corresponding interval belief degrees on the common scale using the transformation functions shown in Fig. 5 . The importance ratings from Survey 1 are transformed using the function in Fig. 6b . Table 5 shows the intervals of belief degrees on the common scale for the evaluation ratings from all the three surveys and the importance ratings of Survey 1. Note that in Tables 5 and 6 the belief degrees are shown in {No, High, Average, High, Top, Unknown} order.
The transformation function for Z-statistic is a step function as shown in Fig. 6a . Although this is non-linear, the step function properties make the mapping relatively easy. The discussion on belief structure of interval data in Section 2.4 is handy for mapping Z-statistic to the common scale. For example, the interval for the Z-statistic of top-box for V6C09 using Survey 1 data is [1.18, 1.51] (see Column 4 and last row in Table 3 ). This interval spans three priority grades (i.e., Low, Average, and High) as per the transformation function in Fig. 6a . These three common scale grades should be assessed to with equal likelihood. Because the transformation function in Fig. 6a is a step function, however, only one of the three grades will be assessed to for sure at any time. This means that three 0-1 binary variables need to be introduced to handle the interval data as discussed in Eq. (10). Other Z-statistics interval data can be handled in a similar way and the resultant belief degrees for all the Z-statistics from all the three surveys are shown in Table 6 .
In Table 6 , for the voices in the highlighted cells, the Z-statistic intervals spans across more than one grade. For those voices, binary variables as discussed in Section 2.4 should be used for guaranteeing that only one of the spanned grades are assessed to for sure at any time. These binary variables should be used during optimization for solving the interval of overall belief degree and utility.
Calculating the intervals of overall belief degree for all grades of the common scale and the interval of overall utility is the final stage of our approach. The interval on overall utility is used for calculating the rank order of voices.
We solve Eq. (11) for calculating the overall belief intervals of a voice and Eqs. (12) and (13) for calculating the maximum and minimum overall utility respectively. For mapping common scale grades to utility, we use a linear utility function with zero utility for ''No priority'' and one for ''Top priority'' and 0.25 increments for the in between grades. From Fig. 1 , note that there are thirteen lower level criteria for assessing a voice and each criterion has six belief degrees (including unknown/incomplete). So there are a total of seventy eight variables in each optimization run. Some of these variables, e.g., Z-statistic, could be 0-1 binary variables depending upon their intervals spanning more than one grade. So the optimization problem in Eqs. (11)- (13) is a mixed integer non linear programming problem. We have solved the optimization problems using Microsoft Excel Ò . Our intent here is to demonstrate the approach instead of obtaining exact solutions. Table 7 shows the intervals for overall belief degree (Column 3), intervals for overall utility (Column 4), possible rank order of voices (Column 5), average utility value (Column 6), and ranking based on average utility value (Column 7) for all the voices in the case study. Note that average utility is the mean of min and max utilities. From the aggregated evidence, the following rankings can be generated with confidence: From the above evidence, one can conclude with confidence that V5B08 should be given the least priority among the eight voices assessed. From Table 7 , note that V3C, V6A05, and V6A06 have longer utility intervals (i.e., difference between maximum and minimum utility). These voices have maximum uncertainty in the missing information as can be seen from Tables 5 and 6 and the same is reflected in their utilities. If the three voices V3C, V6A05 and V6A06 are temporally excluded, the following partial ranking for the Due to the missing information for voices V3C in Survey 2, V6A05 and V6A06 in Survey 3, their ranking is far from certain. For instance, V3C could be ranked to any of the 1st to 4th priority voice among the 8 voices; V6A05 to any of the 1st to 5th priority voice; V6A06 to any of the 2nd to 7th priority voice. More conclusive ranking of these voices requires more precise data, the collection of which may be expensive or even impossible. If an indicative ranking of these voices is needed for supporting decision making, the average utilities of these voices could be used, which leads to the ranking in the last column of Table 7 . However, using the average utilities for ranking is not conclusive or definite. It should only be used as one of many possible indicative rankings to support further discussion for prioritization of the voices. Table 8 shows the utility intervals and ranking of these voices using only data from the surveys in which they are actually covered. Missing information is not estimated and the common practice of ignoring the branch of criteria hierarchy (see Fig. 1 ) if data from a survey is absent is followed. The ER approach is used directly with the previously assumed relative weights of criteria. The results in Table 8 have a range for utilities because of incomplete responses in survey data. Comparing the results in Table 7 with those in Table 8 , one can tell that the rankings suggested from Table 8 provide an illusive sense of certainty about the ranking for V3C, V6A05, and V6A06 although they both do agree that the voice V5B08 should have the lowest priority, followed by V6B11.
Summary
In this work, we proposed and demonstrated an approach for handling missing and incomplete information in voice of customer analysis. If a voice is not covered in a survey, we proposed using the information on relevant voices that are covered in the survey for estimating the missing information. Our approach has five main stages. In each stage, we have proposed methods and algorithms for achieving the objectives of that stage. We have demonstrated the approach with a case study, which was sampled from a much larger application, and proposed new optimization formulations for estimating intervals of criteria like Z-statistic. We showed that working with interval data on frequencies of the grades used in the survey-scale makes the estimation of intervals tractable. Also, we provided guidelines on developing transformation functions for mapping data from disparate surveys onto a common scale. Overall our investigations showed that missing information can be estimated as interval data with confidence, incomplete data can be modeled using a belief structure without loss of any information, and thus robust rankings of voices can be generated using the developed optimization models and process. 
